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Grant & Free Tariff

Measures. 30th Dec. 1867. revenues both great & may safely be reduced. Mercury & other Tariff & internal taxation. to enable to feel little evident need. Felt he saw all need of Tariff removal. can conclude. agreed officially treaty will Berlin. provide in the American lower Tariff in Russian & hemp which. tally was giving an increased industrial. deemed were be Kearny changed.

3/23/70. Me. on M. Harriet. 10 1/8.
This was a bill for making people pay
and for one answer

In Kansas was particularly noted
by the duty on salt—and indeed
nothing quite indispensable appeared
in that bill. No great salt corporation
was ever at the moment in the U.S.
at Sayville, New Jersey & Salt Lake City, N.J.

Both had been struggling for nine
protection since the creation of Congress

and that in spite of the fact that
they had since 1862 a protection

Of from 100 to 1700 of their product
had naturally grown enormously
under that subsidy

See Paine 1, 13, 2. 163